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Denis Kazansky (http://frankensstein.livejournal.com) 
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copanky and then processed and sold it as their own. It appears that these structures had political 

backing at all levels, including from law enforcement and local governments.
8
  

In 2012 and 2013, pit coal mines operated unabated and produced huge returns. Coal produced in pit 

mines was delivered to so-called ‘platforms’: coal warehouses located in mining towns and were 

controlled through corrupt local authorities. Raw coal from ‘platforms’ was delivered to refining plants, 

where it was turned into marketable coal products and sold through commercial structures owned by 

Yanukovich family and his entourage.
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Aerial photo of coal “platform”, photo by NECU  

In May 2013 an investigation revealed that five major coal refining plants were privatised by the 

company DRFC, which is connected to Alexander Yanukovych through figureheads.
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  In recent days 

following the collapse of the Yanukovych regime, journalists discovered new evidence in the presidential 

residence further linking DRFC and the Yanukovych clan.
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Photo of the document found in Mezhigіrya. Source - Ukrainian Pravda 

Action of the EU member states is needed 

Dutch government and other EU authorities should act now to prevent MAKO Holding BV from moving 

its capital away. All associated accounts and assets of this company should be blocked and investigation 

on all involved individuals and legal persons should start immediately. 
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Appendix 1: Makeshift coal mining in Ukraine

Photos 1,2: Organised industrial

Photo 3: Illegal mining operations near 
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Makeshift coal mining in Ukraine  

ed industrial-scale illegal mining operations in the Donetsk region 

Photo 3: Illegal mining operations near the abandoned Sunrise mine in Kirovske, Donetsk region 

Donetsk region - photo NECU 

 

 

Kirovske, Donetsk region  
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Further information: 

Detailed investigation on massive corruption in the Ukrainian coal sector done by Ukrainian NGO 

Anticorruption Action Centre:  

http://antac.org.ua/en/2014/01/this-is-how-makeshift-coalmine-business-is-arranged-in-ukraine/ 

http://yanukovich.info/oleksandr-yanukovych-assets/ 
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